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Abstract  

This article shows the ecological and economic efficiency of biogas using. An analysis of the prospects for the development of world 
energy shows a noticeable shift of the priority problems towards a comprehensive assessment of the possible consequences of the key 
energy sectors influence on the environment, life and health of the population. Activities on energy conservation and environmental safety 
are aimed on increasing the use of renewable energy sources. 
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1 Introduction 

Increasing of the efficiency of heat sources is one of the main 
priorities in the development of new and in the modernization 
of existing heat-generating devices. The deteriorating ecology, 
as well as the global crisis, leads to the search for new 
methods of heat supply control, which could ensure the 
ecology and economy of heat supply. For the development of 
new, environmentally friendly technologies for the 
production and processing of biomass it is necessary firstly to 
develop the basis for these processes. The theme of the article 
"Development of intelligent control algorithms for 
diagnostics of the biogas combustion process" is related to the 
fact that this system allows to solve a complex of problems 
related to the use of renewable resources for the production of 
heat and energy. The problem of reducing energy costs has 
always been very important. In addition, energy saving is the 
most important mean of protecting the environment, ensuring 
the reduction of harmful emissions in proportion to the 
amount of saved gas. Therefore, optimization of the biogas 
combustion process on the basis of creating new methods and 
means for combustion quality control is an actual scientific 
and technical task. 

2 Overview 

The article suggests a new type of high-efficiency 
environmentally friendly low-power energy installations 
that use as a fuel a combination of such renewable energy 
sources as biogas and natural gas. This approach is based on 
an efficient method of biogas combustion using "fast 
reactor" technology, as well as a new technology for 
environmentally friendly burning of low-calorie fuels in 
volumetric matrix burners. The automation of the biogas 
combustion installation guarantees the safe operation of the 
entire system. The main task of the plant automation is to 
ensure reliable operation of the burner with the help of fault-

tolerant sensors, blockers and actuators. 

3 Decision 

Conduction of experimental combustion determines the 
existing dependencies of the combustion process from the 
quality of the fuel and the physicochemical regularities of 
the biogas combustion processes. As a result, numerical 
modeling is important for the development and 
improvement of biogas combustion technologies. 
Mathematical modeling of furnace devices is today one of 
the most important ways of obtaining the most 
representative information about aerodynamics, local and 
general heat exchange. Despite the great success, achieved 
in the development of numerical experiment, the great 
diversity, the completely unexplored structure of biogas and 
the complex chemical processes that arise at the biogas 
combustion do not allow the creation of universal models. 

The mathematical model allows to determine the 
specific volume of biogas per ton of waste and the total 
amount generated at a certain time. 

)28,0014,0(868,1 +⋅= TCGe , м3/т 

where 
• Ge - specific biogas emission (м3/ ton of wastes); 
• 1,868 – amount of biogas formed from 1 kg of organic 

carbon, м3/kg; 
• C - total organic carbon (kg/ton of wastes) (varies 

depending on the morphological composition, time and 
method of wastes storing in a wide range, for organized 
polygons is within the range of 150-220 kg/ton); 

• T - wastes temperature, °С 
It is established that the speed of destruction of organic 

substances is described by the equation: 

)101( ktR −−= , 1/year, 
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where k - solid wastes decomposition constant, 
characterizing the percentage of organic mass of solid 
wastes, completely decomposed during the year (according 
to the available experimental data, the values of the 
coefficient are in the range from 0.035 to 0.045); t  - time 
since burial, years. 

Consequently, the specific biogas emission, allocated by 
one ton of landfill mass to a certain time (year) from the 
moment of burial: 

)101()28,0014,0(868,1 kt
e TCQ −−⋅+⋅⋅= , 

м3/(tons·year) 

Therefore, the amount of biogas is determined by 
multiplying the value of specific emissions on the volume 
of buried wastes in tons. This model is widely used in 
European countries for preliminary estimation of biogas 
emissions from landfills of solid wastes, characterized by a 
uniform composition of garbage. 

Mathematical model (Advanced model of ASC), 
recommended for determination of methane emissions. 

For the active polygon, the methane production speed 
(nm3 / year) is determined using the dependence: 
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Accordingly, the volume of formed methane is: 
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where 
• W – humidity of wastes entering the polygon;  
• L0 – the methane generation potential (nm3/tons of dry 

wastes), taking into account only organic degradable 
fractions;  

• M – mass of wastes for the current year of polygon 
operation;  

• k1 – constant of waste decomposition in the phase of 

acetone formation;  
• k2 – constant of waste decomposition in the phase of 

methanogenesis;  
• τ – time of solid wastes decomposition. 
The application of this model requires a large amount of 

sufficiently accurate experimental data, in particular, 
according to the morphological composition of each fraction 
of domestic wastes, which makes it extremely difficult to 
apply it in practice. 

4 Conclusion 

Experimental results of the coal waste conversion in the 
superheated steam flow presented. The method of the 
experimental data processing developed with the help there are 
identified kinetics kinetic regularities of the steam conversion. 
There obtained estimates of the convective heat transfer 
coefficient of the granular material layer with the steam. 

The simulation results of the automatic control unit 
operation confirmed the efficiency of the developed model. 
The resulting model of extreme regulation of the 
combustion process in the furnace can improve the energy 
performance of the work by maintaining optimum 
efficiency values. Proved developed a simulation of extreme 
performance regulation model when changing the reference 
signal, ie, the maintenance of the boiler efficiency at the 
same level with a given accuracy. 

Modern technology for municipal wastewater treatment 
is associated with the consumption of significant amounts of 
electricity and heat. Under conditions of acute energy crisis, 
the problem of reducing these energy costs with alternative 
energy sources available on the treatment facilities 
themselves and constantly renewing is acutely relevant. 

This article has viewed as an object of control installation 
for co-incineration of biogas and natural gas. Mathematic 
proposed model and method that allows the combustion 
process of the fuel its composition and ensure optimal 
parameters of the combustion process. The mathematical 
model of the process of adsorption of biogas and natural gas. 
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